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Impact of pregnancy on health related quality of life evaluated prospectively in pregnant women with
rheumatic diseases by the SF health survey. McGraw-Hill Education;  Daytime sleepiness and quality of life:
are they associated in obese pregnant women? Facts stated by the Center of Disease control, provides evidence
that the United States has the highest rate of teen pregnancy in the world. In the beginning of the twentieth
century, women only saw physicians before birth if there were complications, and usually gave birth naturally
at home Barker,  This shows that our nation has a problem of teenage pregnancy, but the most is in a well
civilized area in our nation. Pro-life and pro-choice sides take moral positions. Minor ailments in pregnancy
are not a minor concern for pregnant women: a morbidity assessment survey in rural Sri Lanka. The citizens of
Alabama need to join together and be knowledgeable about why our youth is at such a high risk and how it
can be changed. Death B. Also according to U. Effects A. What really caught my attention was that she was
not alone; she had in her cart a toddler that kept referring her to mom. This happens too often amongst the teen
age population. The first step occurs when an egg cell from a woman unites with a sperm cell from a man to
form an embryo the beginnings of a human being. In well-nourished girls, menarche usually takes place
around the age of 12 or  This paper will attempt to describe the research surrounding sex education, mostly
abstinence education and the importance of contraceptive. Guilford Publications;  Poverty C. Archives of
General Psychiatry. Irritability and petulancy are the outstanding signs in the spectrum of mood disorders in
women, which can be seen in the premenstrual, prenatal, and menopause mood disorders [ 19 ]. This paper
will talk about teenage pregnancy, statistics, ways to prevent teenage pregnancy, and after birth options.
Journal of Kermanshah University of Medical Sciences. By providing these services, the health of each
expecting mother and her baby is optimized as the objective of the prenatal care. Finally, this essay will
discuss programs that focus on the role of boys and their importance in teen pregnancy. Journal of Clinical
Nursing. Sleep disorder is one of the factors affecting the quality of life during pregnancy and lead to reduce it
[ 15 , 17 , 18 ]. Teenage pregnancy can be dificult and life changing, but unlike the renowned negative beliefs
all over the world, there are positive sides to teenage pregnancy. Body Image: A handbook of science,
practice, and prevention. It is a two-sided issue between life and death of the unborn child. In addition, women
in the Islamic society must have appropriate cover and do not expose your body bumps; perhaps, this is one
reason to feel ashamed of obesity in these women.


